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We demonstrate that the radii of excited nuclear states can be estimated using the ( 3 He, t) charge-exchange reaction
and relying on the modified diffraction model.The radius of the 13 N excited state with an excitation energy of E*=2.37
MeV,which lies in a continuous spectrum, is determined. The radius of this state proves to be close to that of the mirror
3.09-MeV state of the 13 C nucleus, which possesses a neutron halo but lies in a discrete spectrum. Thereby, we demon-
strate that the 2.37-MeV state of the 13 N nucleus has a proton halo. The analysis is based on published measurements of
differential cross sections for relevant reactions.
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Introduction

The discovery of neutron halos [1] was one of the dazzling achievements in
nuclear physics at the end of the past century. A halo is formed by one or two
neutrons with low binding energies, located at anomalously large distances from
the nucleus center. The formation of the halo is facilitated because valence neu-
trons populate s states and therefore are not affected by the centrifugal barrier.
As a result, the rms radii of nuclei with halos are larger than those of ordinary
nuclei by (1–2) fm.

At present, some 20 nuclear states are more or less definitely known to pos-
sess neutron halos, which may be divided into three categories: halos in nuclear
ground states (see [2] and references therein), halos in excited states lying in dis-
crete nuclear spectra [3, 4], and those in excited states lying in continuous spectra
[5, 6]. Three methods for estimating nuclei radii, whereby halos may be revealed
in the most short-lived states, have been recently proposed. These are the mod-
ified diffraction model (MDM) [7], the method of inelastic rainbow scattering [8,
9], and the method of asymptotic normalization coefficients [3, 5].The two former
methods largely rely on empirical systematics, whereas the latter method has a
sound theoretical foundation. For the 1/2 + excited state of 13 C with E*=3.09
MeV in particular, the recent nalysis [5] demonstrated that all three methods
yield similar estimates of the radius, which proves to exceed those of other 13 C
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states.Thereby, the predictions [10] and previous data [3] on the existence of a
neutron halo in this state were confirmed.

The formation of a proton halo is a much rarer phenomenon, since significant
proton separation from the main body of a nucleus is hampered b the Coulomb
barrier. Proton halos have been reliably identified for only two nuclei, 8 B [11, 12]
and 17 F [13–15]. In both cases, the state with a halo lies in a discrete spectrum.
Until now, no proton halos in continuous spectra have been detected, though
some arguments in favor of a proton halo in the 13 N first excited state ( 1/2 + ,
E*=2.37 MeV) were cited in the theoretical analysis [16].

Figure 1. Mirror excited states of the 13 C and 13 N nuclei with a neutron halo and a possible proton halo, respectively.

There exists a hefty argument in favor of a proton halo in the 2.37-MeV state of
13 N. Namely, this state is a mirror state with respect to the 3.09-MeV state of the
13 C nucleus, which, as noted above, possesses a neutron halo. Mirror nuclei are
known to have a similar structure. However, in the considered case, the situation
may prove to be more complex and particularly interesting. The intrigue is that
the 13 C neutron halo lies in a discrete spectrum, whereas the 13 N hypothetical
proton halo lies in a continuous spectrum above the 13 N→ (12C + p) threshold
by 0.42 MeV (see figure 1). Therefore, the corresponding valence neutron and
proton are described by very different wave functions. As a result, these mirror
states may significantly differ in structure and radius. Naturally, this does not
refer to “ordinary” states of mirror nuclei. By measuring the radius of the 2.37-
MeV state of 13 N, one may resolve the problem of its supposed proton halo as
well as address a more general problem of the structure of continuum states.

Results and discussions

The aim of this investigation is to estimate the radius of the 13 N first excited
state and to decide whether or not it possesses a proton halo. Unfortunately, the
method of asymptotic normalization coefficients involving the reactions of neu-
tron transfer, which is most adequate for this task, is not applicable to unbound
states. Directly applying the MDM method is conceptually feasible, but would
require measuring the cross sections for inelastic and elastic scattering of 13 N
radioactive nuclei on a 3 He target. Such data are lacking at present and will
hardly be obtained in the near future. For this reason, a novel approach had to
be developed. We decided to invoke the known analogy between inelastic scat-
tering and charge-exchange reactions for mirror states [17], rooted in a common
reaction mechanism and similar state structure, and for the first time to try to
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apply the MDM to the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N reaction toward estimating the radius of
the 2.37-MeV state. We analyze the differential cross sections for the 13 C( 3 He,
t) 13 N reaction, where 13 C is in the ground state and 13 N is in the 2.37-MeV ex-
cited state, and for the inelastic scattering of 3 He ions on 13 C, as measured in
[18] at an initial energy of 43.6 MeV. Selected for the required comparison are
the differential cross sections for elastic scattering of 3 He ions on 13 C and for
the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N charge-exchange reaction with 13 N in the ground state, as
measured in [19] at an initial energy of 39.6 MeV.

The goal of the MDM analysis is to determine the so-called diffraction radii
(di f ) from the positions of minima and maxima of angular distributions at small
angles (in the diffraction region) and then extract from these data the values of
rms radii < R∗ > of the investigated excited states (see [7] for details). The
diffraction radii of the ground and excited states, R0.0(di f ) and R∗(di f ) , are
extracted from the data on elastic and inelastic scattering of the incident particle,
respectively. The rms radii of these states, < R0.0 > and < R∗ > , differ from
their diffraction radii by certain correction terms for the dynamic and structural
effects not affecting the diffraction radii. The MDM is based on the assumption
that these correction terms are the same for the elastic and inelastic channels of
the reaction. Then, the rms radius of the excited state may be expressed as [7]:

< R∗ >=< R0.0 > +[R∗(di f )− R0.0(di f )]. (1)

This expression enabled us to successfully determine the radii of excited states
of a number of nuclei, including the 3.09-MeV state of 13 C (see, e.g., review [20]).
When applying the MDM formalism to the ( 3 He,t) reaction toward extracting
nuclear radii, the maxima and minima of its angular distribution are assumed
to be of diffractive origin. As in the case of inelastic scattering, these extrema
are associated with squared extrema of a Bessel function of the corresponding
order L, J 2

L (qR di f ), where L and q are the angular-momentum and momentum
transfers, respectively. In analogy with the scattering reaction, the rms radius of
the excited state is estimated using Eq.(1).

In the considered case, < R∗ > and < R0.0 > in Eq. (1) are the rms radii of the
excited and ground states of 13 N, respectively. The latter is (2.31± 0.04) fm ac-
cording to the experiments with radioactive beams reported in [21]. The diffrac-
tion radius of the 2.37-MeV state, R∗(di f ) , has to be estimated by analyzing the
data on the ( 3 He, t) reaction [18]. In accordance with the MDM, the diffrac-
tion radius of the ground state R0.0(di f ) should be extracted from the data on
( 3 He+ 13 N) – elastic scattering, which, as noted above, are not available. There
exist two substitute methods, both of which are employed in this work. The first
and second methods rely on ( 3 He+ 13 C) – elastic scattering and on the ( 3 He,t)
reaction involving the 13 C and 13 N ground states, respectively. Let us consider
them in some detail. Since the mirror ground states have virtually equal radii
(< R0.0 ( 13 C)> = (2.28± 0.04) fm and < R0.0 ( 13 N)> = (2.31± 0.04) fm [21]), their
diffraction radii should differ by a small correction for different Coulomb inter-
actions for the triton and 3He nucleus in the final states.

Therefore, in accordance with the aforementioned analogy [17] and Eq. (1),
the diffraction radius of the 13N 2.37-MeV state can be represented as

< R∗(13N) >=< R0.0(
13N) > +[R∗(13N)(di f )˘R′0.0(

13N)(di f )]. (2)
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According to [22], the “corrected” diffraction radius of the 13 N state should
be substituted in the form

R′0.0(
13N)(di f ) = n/k + {[R0.0(

13C)(di f )]2 + [n/k]2}1/2, n/k = Z1Z2e2/2E. (3)

Shown in figure 2 are the measured differential cross sections for the
13 C( 3 He,t) 13 N reaction involving the formation of the 2.37-MeV state of 13 N,
for 13 C( 3 He, 3 He’) 13 C inelastic scattering with the excitation of the mirror 3.09-
MeV state of 13 N at an initial energy of 43.6 MeV [18], and for ( 13 C+ 3 He) elastic
scattering at 39.6 MeV [19].

Figure 2. Measured differential cross sections (circles) for the 13 C( 3 He,t) 13 N reaction with the formation of the
2.37-MeV state of 13 N, (triangles, scaled by a factor of 10) for 13 C( 3 He, 3 He’) 13 C inelastic scattering with the

excitation of the mirror 3.09-MeV state of 13 C at an energy of 43.6MeV [18], and (squares, scaled by a factor of 2x10 −6 )
for ( 13 C + 3 He)–elastic scattering at an energy of 39.6 MeV [19] as functions of the momentum transfer. Statistical errors
are shown (when unseen, they are overshadowed by the data-point markers). The lines connect the minima and maxima
used for estimating the diffraction radii. The curves depict the cross sections computed with the distorted-wave method.

These are compared with the results of our computations in the distorted-
wave approximation. To render the cross sections measured at different ener-
gies comparable, they are plotted as functions of the momentum transfer rather
than the emission angle. The computations employed the DWUCK4 code [23]
and relied on the standard microscopic approach, in which the form factor is
derived from the single-particle wave-functions of the target and final nucleus,
and a Gaussian form is assumed for the nucleon–nucleon interaction. The single-
particle wave-functions of the target and final nucleus are derived using the stan-
dard procedure for fitting the potential-well depth with a fixed single-particle
binding energy, as implemented in the DWUCK4 code. This also applies to
single-particle states in a continuous spectrum, for which a renormalization pro-
cedure based on the algorithm [24] is automatically carried out in DWUCK4.

According to the fact that the measured cross sections for the ( 3 He, t) reaction
and ( 3 He, 3 He’) inelastic scattering are adequately reproduced by the calculation
with the distorted-wave method confirms the diffractive origin of their maxima
and minima. As expected, the two angular distributions have similar diffraction
patterns, which results in almost equal values of diffraction radii (see table).

The minima and maxima of angular distributions are shifted toward smaller
momentum transfers (or angles) with respect to elastic scattering, suggesting that
the mirror excited states have larger radii than the ground state. Assuming the
aforementioned value of < R0.0 >=2.31 fm for the rms radius of the 13 N ground
state, for that of the 2.37-MeV state, we obtain < R∗ >=(2.9± 0.14) fm.
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Table 1.
Diffraction radii obtained by analyzing the data on the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N reaction
and on the ( 13 C+ 3 He)–scattering.

Reaction Initial energy Final state Diffraction radius
(MeV) (fm)

13C(3He, t)13N 43.6 Ground state (∆L=0) 5.43±0.14
13C(3He, t)13N 43.6 2.37 MeV (∆L=1) 5.94±0.12
13C(3He, 3He’)13C 43.6 3.09 MeV (∆L=1) 5.89±0.06
13C(3He, 3He)13C 39.6 Elastic 5.22±0.09
13C(3He, t)13N 39.6 Ground state (∆L=0) 5.44±0.18

The second method is based on the use of the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N reaction with the
formation of the 13 N ground state instead of the ( 3 He+ 13 N)– elastic scattering.
It is simpler in the sense that no corrections in the exit channel are required. On
the other hand, an analogy between the ( 3 He, t) reaction and elastic scattering
is less obvious and anyway needs to be critically tested. Shown in figure 3 are
the differential cross sections for the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N reaction with 13 N in the
ground state, measured at energies of 43.6 MeV [18] and 39.6 MeV [19]. Also
shown are those for ( 13 C+ 3 He) elastic scattering.

Differential cross sections for the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N reaction with 13 N in the
ground state and for ( 13 C+ 3 He) elastic scattering reveal diffractive oscillations
and signatures of rainbow scattering at the largest angles. Transitions between
the 1/2 ground states of the 13 C and 13 N nuclei involve no angular-momentum
transfer (L = 0). Correspondingly, the cross sections for the 13 C( 3 He, t) 13 N
reaction and elastic scattering in the diffraction region have opposite phases to
high precision. In contrast to the situation observed in figure 2, no shift of the
cross-section maxima and minima with respect to elastic scattering is observed,
which indicates that the 13 C and 13 N ground states have very similar radii. The
diffraction radius of the 13 N ground state is extracted as (5.44± 0.18) fm and
(5.43± 0.14) fm for the energies of 39.6 MeV and 43.6 MeV, respectively.

Figure 3.Measured differential cross sections for the 13 C( 3He, t ) 13 N reaction with 13 N in the ground state at energies
of (circles) 43.6 MeV [18] and (triangles) 39.6 MeV [19] and (squares) for ( 13C + 3He ) elastic scattering at an energy of
39.6 MeV [19] as functions of the momentum transfer. The shown statistical errors are partially over shadowed by the

data-point markers.
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The mean value of (5.44± 0.16) fm is in a reasonable agreement with the 13 C
ground-state radius of (5.22± 0.09) fm. The latter method for estimating the ra-
dius is certainly promising, but still involves large uncertainties.

Conclusion

In summary, the MDM formalism was used for the first time for extracting
the radii of excited nuclear states from the data on ( 3 He, t) charge-exchange re-
actions, and this new approach proved to be successful.

The radius of the 13 N excited state with excitation energy of E*=2.37 MeV,
which lies above the ( 13 N→12 C + p)–dissociation threshold, was estimated. The
radius of this state proved to be equal to that of the mirror 3.09-MeV state of the
13 Ń nucleus, which possesses a neutron halo but lies below the ( 13 C→12 C +
n)–breakup threshold. Thereby, the 2.37-MeV state of the 13 N nucleus has been
shown to possess a proton halo. This is the third observation of a nucleus proton
halo and the first ever observation of a proton halo in a continuous rather than
discrete spectrum.
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